EMC AND BROCADE - PROVEN, HIGH
PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
BUSINESS TO ACCELERATE YOUR JOURNEY
TO THE CLOUD
Understand How EMC VSPEX with Brocade
Can Help You Transform IT
IMPLEMENTING VIRTUALIZED AND CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURES –
NOT AS EASY AS IT SHOULD BE
Many small to medium businesses would like to take advantage of the economies of scale that cloud
infrastructure implementation can provide – virtualization is the top IT initiative among small and
medium businesses (SMBs).1 However, the challenges associated with implementing a virtualized
infrastructure may cause many SMBs to stop and reconsider their IT strategy.
You are most likely working with highly constrained IT budgets. You can’t
afford to spend time and money trying to make your IT make sense – you
Proven that is simple,
just need it to work. As you move to a virtualized environment, you need to
efficient and flexible.
ensure the ongoing availability of all the applications and services you rely
on to run your business, now and in the future.
Ever-changing, highly unpredictable traffic patterns and higher virtualization
densities introduce new performance and feature set requirements for your
network. It requires a network that can adapt to the varying demands of
virtualized application workloads to ensure you can achieve satisfactory
service level agreements (SLAs) and maintain productivity. And it requires
seamlessly combining your physical and virtual networking capabilities to
ensure solutions are tightly integrated and optimized.
The growth of virtual environments also impacts storage. It can be very
challenging for your IT administrators to effectively backup and be able to
recover all the virtualized data flowing through your environment; the
backup can, in fact, become an impediment to expansion efforts, which is
one reason it’s the top planned priority for many SMBs.2
Unfortunately, most current virtualization products aren’t packaged
together in a way that makes them simple to deploy. You are often forced to
invest significant time and money to acquire the expertise you need to
develop a custom solution that can be integrated into your environment.
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What’s required is a best-of-breed integrated, stackable solution that can deliver the simplicity and
efficiency you are looking for, so you can move to the cloud.

THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE IDEAL SMB CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTION
To take advantage of the economies of scale of the cloud, you need flexible, virtualization solutions
that can easily and efficiently help you transform your IT environment. This requires a proven
integrated stack solution that can enable you to quickly and easily deploy and scale your
infrastructure to meet your ever-evolving needs.
The network must be virtualization-aware to handle traffic fluctuations and deliver the high
performance, low latency you require to run your business. The storage systems must also scale to
meet the Input and Output (I/O) demands of all the mixed workloads on your network, such as those
of file servers, databases, email systems, and other applications. Together, the solution must deliver
fast, dependable network connectivity between servers, while ensuring the high-quality experience
your users expect.
Of course, the solution must also be simple for you to buy, deploy and manage to truly deliver the
lower costs and increased operational efficiency benefits promised by the cloud. A solution that is
flexible can protect your investments and ensure the longevity of the solution, even in the face of
constantly changing requirements.

EMC VSPEX WITH BROCADE – DELIVERING VIRTUALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE
SOLUTIONS THAT EXCEED REQUIREMENTS
EMC VSPEX Proven Infrastructure with Brocade can accelerate your business’ journey through the
phases of your virtualization evolution, with solutions that are designed to scale as your business
grows. Built to provide a simple, efficient and flexible infrastructure stack, VSPEX comes in various
modular configurations to meet the needs of your business, whether you have just started or are
already well on your journey to virtualizing your server infrastructure.
VSPEX eliminates risk by integrating best-of breed virtualization, server, networking, storage, and
backup technologies in an easy to manage, highly available solution. The integrated management
and virtualization-aware infrastructure components, with a redundant design, deliver the highest
application availability. The open networking architecture philosophy from Brocade facilitates
seamless network migrations, evolutions, and extensions that build on your existing multivendor
infrastructures and leverage your investments to improve your total cost of ownership.
Accelerate virtual server backup times from days to minutes by reducing network and CPU utilization
with EMC Avamar & DataDomain. In addition, the solutions with VMware vSphere 5 up to 250 VM’s
and Microsoft Hyper-V for up to 100 VMs have been validated for business critical applications,
including Microsoft® Exchange, SharePoint, and SQL Server, and up to 2000 virtual desktops, giving
you the scalability you need to grow the solution as you grow.
In short, VSPEX is:

SIMPLE:
VSPEX makes it simple to deploy, manage and maintain your virtualized environments. VSPEX
solutions for server virtualization and end-user computing with EMC backup and recovery solutions

can be deployed quickly and with confidence thanks to the supporting reference architectures,
deployment guides and sizing specifications. There are automated network deployment and
management capabilities, vCenter discovery with Avamar, and simple provisioning Wizards, all
designed to speed the deployment and ongoing management of the solution. VM-aware network
automation and the Brocade Ethernet fabrics are designed to improve network utilization, maximize
application availability, increase scalability and dramatically simplify network architectures in highly
virtualized data centers. The tight API integrations provide transparency to storage to ensure the
virtual servers and network infrastructure are always aligned, while dynamic server profile
configurations make it easy to maintain your ever-changing virtualized environment.

EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE:
VSPEX delivers accelerated deployments. You don’t have to spend time architecting the solution and
trying to make it work. The reference architectures of the virtualized networking and storage
components of VSPEX have all been pre-validated for interoperability, performance and compatibility.
The solution’s VCS fabric technology (which includes the VDX switches) enables a seamless
transition to effortless, highly virtualized environments. With the Brocade VDX, virtual server
environments can be easily scaled up or down to meet user needs while providing improved
performance and the highest application availability. The unified storage of VSPEX is delivered in a
single platform, with set it and forget it storage policies (SDRS). The solution delivers Data Do main
de-duplication and changed block tracking speeds for faster, leaner backup and recovery. All of
these features ensure your virtualized environment is working as it should, so you can focus on the
strategic initiatives that will move your business forward.

FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE:
VSPEX delivers a scalable, flexible architecture to ensure you can support the most demanding
business applications in your virtualized environments. The solutions offer flexible choices in server,
network, storage and backup. The hypervisor agnostic networking can easily adapt to a wide range of
application workloads (e.g. database, email, business critical applications, etc.). The stackable
solution offers thin provisioned storage on demand, so you can quickly scale your deployment
beyond your initial purchase to respond to expanding business needs. You can be sure you have
what you need to increase your storage utilization, regardless of application type or data age, by
automatically moving data based upon workload with FAST VP (a fully automated storage tiering
system for virtual pools). You can also easily add enterprise flash drives to storage for FLASH cache
benefit.

A CLOSER LOOK AT VSPEX
VSPEX delivers best-of-breed integrated solutions that help you transition to the cloud and take
advantage of anywhere, anytime access of the virtualized applications you need to run your business.
So, what’s included in the VSPEX Stack with Brocade technology? It’s primarily made up of:
Brocade VDX Switches: The primary building blocks for Ethernet fabrics, with built-in VCS
Fabric technology, the VDX switches have revolutionized the design of Layer 2 networks.
Offering a rich set of Layer 2 features, the Brocade VDX switches are ideal platforms for
traditional Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch deployments. The switches are incredibly simple to use.
- you can just plug it in and it’s ready to use. The innovative technology of the Brocade VDX

switches enhances and simplifies network architectures, providing an intelligent foundation
for your cloud-optimized infrastructures.
Brocade ICX Switches: The Brocade ICX family of stackable switches provide unprecedented
levels of performance, availability, and flexibility in a stackable form factor. Delivering wire speed, non-blocking performance across all ports, they are optimized to support latencysensitive applications, such as real-time voice and video streaming.
EMC Storage and Backup/Recovery Solutions: VSPEX configurations provide advanced
storage technologies, such as Solid State Disk/Flash together with Fully Automated Storage
Tiering for Virtual Pools (FAST VP). As a result, you can lower your total cost of ownership and
improve the performance of your virtual servers with automated storage tiering. With FAST VP
and set-it-and-forget-it policies, you can quickly optimize performance and capacity,
distributing data on Flash, SAS, and near-line SAS drives.
VSPEX with EMC backup and recovery solutions ensure your company’s most valuable assets
are protected. Avamar and Data Domain® provide a disk-based de-duplication infrastructure
that can handle file-based NAS and block-based SAN storage. By reducing the size of backup
data within and across virtual machines, Avamar software quickly and efficiently protects
virtualized environments. Avamar eliminates traditional backup bottlenecks and resource
contentions by eliminating redundant data and can reduce the traditional backup load from
up to 200 percent weekly to as little as two percent over the same day period – reducing
virtual server backup times by 90 percent. Avamar is also the only backup solution with
VMware’s Changed Block Tracking support for both backup and recovery, providing the
industry’s most efficient and fastest image recoveries.
VMware, Microsoft Server Virtualization: VMware and Microsoft help facilitate consolidation
of servers and applications on to virtualized infrastructure. Virtualization helps realize
application high availability with VMware's HA and vMotion ®, and Microsoft's Quick Migration,
to eliminate or reduce planned downtime and unplanned outages.
Citrix XenDesktop: Citrix XenDesktop provides an end-user computing environment that is
agile and ensures data and application availability and high levels of performance for
thousands of virtual desktop users

PARTNERSHIP EXCELLENCE WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS:
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IT’S THE PARTNERSHIP THAT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
One reason the EMC VSPEX Proven Infrastructure with Brocade is so compelling for SMBs is because
of the long, successful history the two companies have working together. The fourteen year
partnership starts at the top, with executive alignment around a common vision of delivering best-inbreed solutions that enable IT transformation.
EMC and Brocade place an emphasis on the technology they bring to market. The two companies
have worked on multiple joint solutions designed to address core customer challenges, including
ensuring SMBs can make the seamless transition to the cloud. To ensure solutions are complete and
truly solve customers’ problems, they work to integrate all necessary technologies from Microsoft,
Oracle, VMware, Greenplum, VNXe/Isilon, and other strategic alliance partners.
Before any solution reaches the market, there are joint reference architectures, assessments, and
design and deployment services available to support it. The two companies focus on advanced
integration, with a strong commitment to stringent interoperability testing that results in the highest
levels of product quality and reliability.

The technology is backed by a common channel vision to ensure customers have the partners they
can rely on through their transformation. The world class channel enablement programs give
partners pre-validated best-of-breed open reference architecture solutions they can use to quickly
and easily deploy to meet the needs of their customers.
In addition, the companies can draw on vast customer experience and support, based on a field
engagement model supporting more than 50,000 mutual installations. EMC and Brocade work handin-hand to support their solutions to mitigate risks and deliver rapid time-to-relief/resolution.

CONCLUSION
The EMC VSPEX solutions with Brocade deliver the storage and networking organizations need to
transition smoothly to the cloud. As a result, you can support a virtualized world where applications
and information reside anywhere, so you can achieve your most strategic business objectives, such
as consolidation, network convergence, virtualization, and cloud computing. The EMC VSPEX with
Brocade offers small and medium businesses a pre-validated, best-of-breed, stackable solutions that
enable them to transform their IT and make a seamless transition to a virtualized infrastructure to
take advantage of the cost efficiencies and scale of the cloud.

LEARN MORE
Brocade partners with companies of all sizes to deliver innovative solutions that help organizations
maximize the value of their most critical information. To learn more, visit www.brocade.com/alliance.
ABOUT EMC
EMC Corporation is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers to transform their
operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud computing.
Through innovative products and services, EMC accelerates the journey to cloud computing, helping
IT departments to store, manage, protect and analyze their most valuable asset — information — in a
more agile, trusted and cost-efficient way. Additional information about EMC can be found at
www.EMC.com.
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